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In section 1 we prove that a certain characterization of class can be proved without the aid of auxiliary definitions. In section 2 we show that the main results in [l] still hold in the weakened system constructed by replacing the original definition of class by the characterization given in section 1. 1 In what follows we assume that the reader is acquainted with the Ontological Preliminaries in [l]. 2 
In the proofs given in [3] of [Aa]:.AεK\(a) m = :A ε A : [B]: a c e\(B) .=.Aεe\(B)

and [AB].\ A εe\(B) . = :AεA :[D]: Dεe\(A) .^> .[ΞF]. F εe\(D) .Fεe\{B)
Lesniewski's definition of set plays an important role. Sobociήski has asked whether this definition is creative with respect to the above two theorems, or, if not, whether some auxiliary definition is required. The answer is no. The proof follows. An axiom system for mereology, denoted Jί, is given by Al through A6 with Dl. (This is not an independent axiom set. (Al and A2 are derivable from the rest).) 
Al
[=^]: : We now give a definition of set which differs from Lesniewski's. PR U«]:Hp(l).^.
DL2
[Ξ6].
3)
Aεel(KI(« Γιel(A))). Although LSI is not needed in the present line of proof, we prove it here since it shows that set still possesses one of the important properties of the collective class in this weaker system.
[ The reason for 6), 7) and 8) becomes [4b] . In T43 replace 6) and 11) respectively by
6) AεK\(b ne\(A)). [L21; 5] 11) EεK\(a 0 e\(E)) . [L21; 10]
The reason for 7) and 8) becomes [Lll; 6] and the reason for 12) and 13) becomes [Lll; 11]. Now except for the trivial properties of outside used in T5, all the reasons that occur in the rest of the theorems have been proved in.C.
